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ABSTRACT:
As a part of Team Value Management program, existing products are benchmarked
against the best in class products and their product design and manufacturing reviewed to
identify ways to lower costs, such as using less expensive materials or streamlining
manufacturing processes.
In this study an effort has been made to compare impact properties of three different
plastic resins used in car grilles. The plastic resins being compared are a proprietary
grade PC+ABS, an alternate commercial grade PC +ABS and a commercial grade ABS.
The results from this study will be used to evaluate the feasibility of replacing PC+ABS
with ABS as the grille material to achieve cost savings. To achieve these objective grilles
were injection molded and processed using the three resins and a low speed front barrier
physical impact test was carried out to study the effect of impact on the bumper-grille
subsystem. On a parallel path a nonlinear dynamic PEA study was carried out to simulate
the tests. Analytical and physical data are reviewed and impact properties are compared.
The study shows that all the three resins satisfied the front barrier impact performance
requirements. However, the proprietary grade PC+ABS currently being used exhibits
superior impact properties compared to ABS and the alternate commercial grade
PC+ABS. Therefore from a front barrier impact performance point of view PC+ABS can
be replaced by ABS in the grille system.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Lacks Trim Systems is a first tier supplier o f automotive grilles. The main
objective o f the present study was to determine technical feasibility of
using impact resistant plateable grade o f A crylonitrile Butadiene Styrene
(ABS) in place o f the proprietary high impact plateable grade of
Polycarbonate + A crylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (PC+ABS). The scope
o f work carried out in this study is to determine this feasibility from an
impact perform ance standpoint. Impact perform ance requirem ents in the
automotive industry are prim arily governed by federal regulations and
insurance costs. This is especially relevant to crashw orthiness and
occupant safety. With constant updates to the federal regulations and
development o f new m aterials there is a constant effort to improve
product design, safety, perform ance, and cost reduction. These were some
o f the contributing factors in the migration, o f material used in
m anufacturing automotive trim, from steel to plastics.

1.1

LACKS TRIM SYSTEMS

Lacks Trim Systems is the autom otive trim business unit o f Lacks
Enterprises, Inc. Lacks Enterprises, Inc. is a privately (family) owned
global m anufacturer with a world-class product portfolio, m aking it a
leading supplier to the automotive, telecom m unications and consumer
electronics markets. Lacks Trim Systems, Inc. furnishes the w o rld ’s
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leading automotive m anufacturers with molded, painted and/or plated
plastic components and systems.
Over the years, Lacks has built an impressive reputation for bringing
quality and superior craftsm anship to the design, developm ent and
production o f the most challenging automotive trim components.
Starting with its introduction o f revolutionary High Impact Plated Plastic
to the industry. Lacks has worked hard to develop new products and
processes for its customers. Now recognized worldwide for its superior
impact, fatigue and tem perature perform ance in critical decorative trim
areas such as flexible grilles and bumper molding, chrom e-plated p la s tic ’s
strength and flexibility has virtually elim inated the need to use costly
metal trim on to day’s vehicles. Based on its patented technology and R&D
strength Lacks has created a special niche in the autom otive industry.
Chrome Plated Plastics Applications include
i.
ii.

Bumper Trim
Flexible Grilles

iii.

Body Side Moldings

iv.

Wheel Trim

V.

vi.

CHROMTEC® Wheels
Door Hardware

This study was initiated based on V olvo’s TVM program and required
studying impact strength o f Volvo car grilles m anufactured by Lacks to
determine feasibility o f using ABS as an alternative to PC+ABS in their
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car grilles. The present study involves carrying out a finite element
analysis o f three Volvo car grilles by sim ulating Original Equipment
M anufacturer (OEM) and/or federal regulations physical testing
(procedure) and analyzing the results to evaluate feasibility o f cost
savings by replacing materials. Data from the FEA study would be used to
validate and analyze data from physical impact testing carried out at
Defiance Testing and Engineering, Troy, MI.
As a part o f Team Value M anagement, it is important to review design and
m anufacturing o f existing products to improve quality and achieve
potential cost reduction. Team Value Management is a continuous
improvement concept practiced at Ford Motor Company. Other such
similar practices in the automotive industry are GM ’s initiative called
Value Added Value Engineering (VAVE). Use o f advanced analysis
techniques and sim ulation tools available today is critical in improving an
existing product while driving down the cost.

1.2

TEAM VALUE MANAGEMENT

Team Value M anagement or TVM is a Ford Motor Co. initiative. TVM
was launched in Europe in 2001. Volvo Car Corporation is a part o f Ford
Motor Com pany’s European operations. Simply put TVM sets up
commodity teams to work with suppliers to reduce waste and cut costs.
The commodity teams consist o f engineers, product designers and
purchasing executives. The process starts by identifying best in class
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prices for a component and benchmarking it against currently purchased
product from its suppliers. In theory, the commodity teams work closely
with suppliers to identify ways to lower costs, such as using less
expensive m aterials or stream lining manufacturing steps. One example is
the exhaust system on the explorer. After a ford commodity team
discovered the part was 37% more expensive than the industry benchmark,
it worked with a supplier on a new design that is expected to save $400
m illion per year by 2007 when it is introduced on several vehicles.
Once the changes are validated in a m anufacturing environm ent and cost
savings proved, the change is carried across F ord’s product line to which
this family o f part belongs. This practice encourages sharing o f
technology and know-how across the board. As a part o f Team Value
Management, it is important to review design and m anufacturing o f
existing products to improve quality and achieve potential cost reduction.

1. Establish
benchmark

2. Set target

E ffectively
. m an a eln e VALUE
a n d c o s t to b e th e
b e s t In t h e b u sin e ss
f

6. Best In tl
business?

5. Forward
model target

l3.

I

Gap closure]
actions

4. Implement

Figure 1.1: Team Value Management model.
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This is especially relevant to crashw orthiness and occupant safety in the
automotive industry. With constant updates to the federal regulations,
development o f new m aterials, and advances in m anufacturing there is
always competition to improve product design, performance and also
reduce cost. Use o f advanced analysis techniques and sim ulation tools
available today, is critical in improving an existing product while driving
the cost down.

1.3

FEA IN CRASH-WORTHINESS

CAD and FEA are two key links in the product development chain that are
critical in the design and development phase. They aid in designing a
robust product and shorten the lead-time from concept to prototype to
production. Recent developments in computing capability have reduced
the time taken to carry out finite element analysis and accuracy associated
with it has largely improved. Use of computing to predict design
performance and failure is not a substitute to physical testing at the
laboratory, however proper use o f FEA, guides engineering design in the
right direction. Most im portantly it reduces the long lead-time and cost
usually associated with conventional product development.
Physical prototypes are still widely used to optimize and validate the
functional perform ance characteristics o f new products. Achieving the
promise o f digital prototype requires that functional perform ance
simulations achieve the robustness and accuracy o f the physical world
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without lengthy design/bulld/change iterations common in many industries
today. Virtual prototyping or virtual sim ulation has been around since
engineers first applied pencil to paper to determine the response o f a
structure or product to expected imposed forces. If the structure or
product did not respond in an acceptable manner, design m odifications
were made and additional calculations would be performed. This process
o f virtual prototyping has come a long way over the past 50 years. O f the
many forms o f virtual prototyping, one of the most significant is the
development and application o f finite element analysis.
Finite element analysis procedures have evolved from the mid 1950s until
where they have become a staple in many design groups. Finite element
analysis computer program s came into existence in the early 1960s with
extensive development in the 1960s and 1970s especially with FORTRAN
programming becoming popular. Finite element analysis program s today
have increased in number and robustness since the 1970s. The
significance o f their application and impact on the design process has
been likened to that o f the invention o f the light bulb. In many respects,
the application o f finite element analysis has become a requirem ent for
structural and product design mandated by government and industry
regulatory codes and by businesses that wish to see verification of
structural and product design.
The increased application o f applying finite element analysis to the design
can be attributed to improvements in software and computer hardware
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capability. The use o f finite element analysis has significantly reduced the
time required to design structures and products by providing the engineer
an insight about the perform ance o f the designed product and assists in
deciding the design direction. This allows for assessing o f early designs.
This does not mean that finite element analysis has replaced physical
testing. End products need to be tested not only to verify analysis but to
identify any problems that the analysis did not predict. Over a period o f
time a robust analytical process can be set up by fine tuning the process to
overcome shortcomings and keep error percentage (deviation from actual)
under control. Improvements in capabilities o f both the computer
resources and the application software resources, has improved the
performance o f complex transient and non-linear thermal and stress
analyses. With continuous developments in hardware, operating systems,
graphics and computer sim ulation software packages, the finite element
analysis will become more robust, will be capable o f handling large
models and become more accurate in some aspects.

1.3.1 Advantages o f using FEA
1. Virtual M anufacturing involves the use of a computer to simulate a
product and the processes involved in its fabrication. Sim ulation
technology enables companies to optimize key factors directly
affecting the profitability o f their m anufaetured products. These
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include m anufacturability, final shape, residual stress levels, and
product durability.
2. Profitability is improved by reducing costs o f production, m aterial
usage, and warranty liabilities. At the core o f Virtual
M anufacturing lies nonlinear FEA technology. The technology has
enabled companies to simulate fabrication and testing in a more
realistic manner than ever before.
3. Virtual M anufacturing reduces the cost o f tooling, elim inates the
need for m ultiple physical prototypes, resulting in reduced material
waste.
4. From a business perspective, it is clear that small im provements in
m anufacturing have dramatic and profound effects in terms o f cost
and quality.
5. Return on Investment calculations have shown that small savings in
material usage deliver enormous returns in a m anufacturing
environment.
The design o f products typically is carried out in a trial and error fashion,
relying heavily on m anufacturing experience, as well as costly shop floor
trials. A viable alternative for reducing these design costs and increasing
your competitiveness is the use o f Virtual Manufacturing. The primary
benefit o f Virtual M anufacturing is reduced product developm ent and
m anufacturing costs, achieved by improved designs. Using computer
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simulation, designers can quickly elim inate faulty designs and optimize
the design before manufacture.

1.4

THESIS PLAN

After reviewing the requirem ents, it was decided at Lacks to carry out low
speed front barrier impact testing and perform FEA sim ulation
simultaneously on Volvo car grilles made o f currently used proprietary
plateable grade o f PC+ABS (M aterial-A), GE CYCOLAC MG37EP ABS
(M aterial-B) and Bayer M aterialScience Bayblend® T-45 PC+ABS
(Material-C). Samples were molded out o f M aterials A (in production
grilles), B and C. Based on the results o f this study Lacks can determine
the feasibility o f replacing PC+ABS in this Volvo grille with ABS, as
requested by Volvo.
The present study was split into two parts namely physical impact testing
and finite element analysis simulation.
a) Physical Impact Testing: Based on federal requirem ents and OEM
guidelines a low speed front barrier impact test was conducted. The
impact testing was carried out at Defiance Testing and Engineering at
Troy, ML
b) Finite Element Analysis: The physical impact testing was to be
supplemented with FEA sim ulation o f these tests. Current measuring
capabilities available in crash testing do not offer the ability to
measure energy absorbed by different components (like the grille).
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however advancem ent in FEA sim ulation software help us in viewing
the load distribution on the grille. FEA sim ulation would also provide
valuable internal data and also be able to create base line model for
future front barrier impact tests.

1.5

OBJECTIVES

The following are the study objectives that need to be accomplished in
this thesis
1. Investigate L ack’s claim that M aterial-A is superior to M aterials B and
C.
2. Evaluate feasibility o f replacing M aterial-A with Material-B as the
substrate in Volvo car grille to reduce cost as a part o f the OEMs TVM
effort.
3. To provide R&D, engineering and sales at Lacks with FEA data on
Volvo car grille for analysis, study and future reference thereby adding
to L ack’s continuing effort and commitment towards R&D and
engineering in the autom otive sector.
4. To increase predictive capability o f the current FEA practices at Lacks.
5. To gain knowledge, experience and expertise in the field o f FEA.
6. To make a m easurable contribution to Lacks Trim Systems as an
engineering intern.

10
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
In order to understand the product and the requirem ents o f the project, the
literature review started with a basic understanding o f the m aterials being
considered and the processing that parts would go through. The grille that
is being analyzed is an injection molded part that goes through a resistpaint operation, followed by plating. Resist paint is a coating applied to
areas where plating is not desired. This was followed by reviewing prior
work carried out at Lacks related to this study. Finally, applicable
regulations and standards pertaining to crash worthiness and requirements
o f the front bumper system were reviewed. Based on the inform ation
collected about the various standards the most stringent standard was used
for physical impact testing.

2.1

PLASTICS IN AUTOMOTIVE TRIM

Use o f plastic in autom otive trim has offered stylists more flexibility in
car design, which is evident in the wide variety o f car styles and designs
seen today. Over the last 50 years the use o f plastics has increased
primarily because o f their inherent advantages such as lightweight,
flexibility, ease o f manufacturing intricately designed components,
excellent surface finish. In addition to these advantages in most cases use
o f plastic as an alternative reduces m anufacturing cost and improves
overall performance. In the automotive trim sector the use o f steel to
produce high gloss plated products such as grilles was prevalent during

11
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the late sixties. However with advancements in polymers science plastics
were increasingly being looked at as an alternative for steel by the motor
industry. Steel and other m etallic products had an inherent advantage over
plastics in that they could be polished to bright and reflective m etallic
finish. Trim components were normally coated with bright electroplated
nickel/chromium generally known, both then and now, as chrome plating,
which provided the required high quality lustrous finish. If plastics were
to be used as a replacement, some m ethod was therefore required to
provide a similar chrome plated surface appearance. This m igration from
steel to plastic was made possible with advancements in plating
technology. The process o f substrate etching and elctroless plating
allowed for plating o f plastics. Etching solutions based on chromic acid
were developed which could successfully be used with A crylonitrile
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) copolymer. Use o f these solutions resulted in
selective removal o f the butadiene phase from the resin to give a m icro
etched surface providing bonding sites for the subsequent conductive
layer. Advances in electroless plating combined with the development o f
the etching technique gave rise to a system that provided a highly
conductive coating exhibiting satisfactory adhesion to the plastics surface.
The following basic steps are used in plating o f plastics:
(a)

The plastic substrate is etched in a chromic acid based solution.

This displaces butadiene m olecules in the polymer providing bonding sites
for attachment.

12
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(b)

This is followed by neutralizing excess chromic acid.

(c)

This is followed by activating the plastic surface with a solution

containing tin and palladium salts. This deposits nuclei of palladium
metal on the plastics that catalyze nickel or copper growth from the
subsequent electroless processes.
(d)

Now this surface is coated with nickel or copper from an electroless

plating solution.
(e)

Once an electrically conductive and adherent surface has been

produced it is subsequently subjected to conventional plating process.

2.2

ABS RESIN

A crylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS) is produced by the polym erization
o f A crylonitrile, Butadiene, and Styrene monomers. Chemically, this
therm oplastic family o f plastics is called "terpolymers", in that they
involve the combination o f three different monomers to form a single
material that draws from the properties o f all three. ABS possesses
outstanding impact strength and high mechanical strength, which makes it
so suitable for tough consumer products. Additionally, ABS has good
dimensional stability and electrical insulating properties.
2.2.1. Properties
ABS is a tough, rigid therm oplastic, resistive to stress cracking and creep
with a high impact strength which is m aintained at low tem peratures (-40®
C). It is resistive to moisture and chemicals (inorganic salts, alkalies and
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many acids). It possesses excellent electrical properties, is heat resistant
and flame retardant. When exposed to the weather there is a reduction in
the surface gloss (a gray in color). The three constituent polymers impart
specific qualities to this terpolym er which makes ABS a very useful
product. These properties make ABS suitable for injection molding,
extrusion, blow and foam m olding and thermoforming. It can be easily
processed through m achined, bored turned, milled, sawed, die cut, routed,
filed, sanded, ground buffed and polished. ABS may be pigmented and
though they are usually translucent to opaque, they may be produced in
transparent grades.

2.2.2 ABS Uses
Its high mechanical strength makes it ideal for use in consumer
applications worldwide; the autom otive industry is the largest user
accounting for 25%-30% o f demand. It is also used in the construction
industry and for making large recreational products such as boats and
mobile homes. Because o f its high resistance to abrasion it is a suitable
material for pipelines particularly in carrying slurries from mines. In the
food industry, it has been demonstrated to outlast steel and stainless steel
pipes. Other applications include luggage, office accessories, machine
parts and covers. ABS can be given a metal finish. This is utilized in the
chrome like finish o f items such as automotive grilles, taps and handles.

14
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ACRYLONITRILE
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w

ABS
HIGHIWff»ACT
STRENGTH
LOW TEMP
PROPERTIES

STYRENE

BUTADIENE

Figure 2.1: ABS pyramid

2.2.3 How is ABS made?
The three components o f ABS can be used in different amounts to
generate ABS with different properties. Usually ABS is made with more
than 50% styrene and varying amounts o f acrylonitrile and butadiene. The
three polymer components are combined through several methods emulsion, suspension and the continuous mass polym erization process.
Due to the absence o f water in the polym erization process, there is less
effluent to dispose and it is becoming the preferred method. Further, this
process has lower energy requirem ents than the others, but the capital cost
is higher and is less flexible.
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The suspension process involves blending a high rubber content medium
(butadiene) with styrene acrylonitrile. The emulsion process is the oldest
method but the least clean process. Batch emulsion m ethods are used to
produce high impact grades. Styrene acrylonitrile (SAN) resins can be
produced in most emulsion plants. Special properties may be achieved
through blending ABS with other resins. For example a better balance o f
heat and impact properties results from compounding with polycarbonate.

2.3

PC + ABS RESIN

PC+ABS resins are high impact amorphous polycarbonate and
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene terpolym er blends. By varying the ratio o f
PC and ABS, the resin can be tailored to meet specific property
requirement to achieve the optimal balance o f performance, cost and
processability for automotive body panels and instrument panels,
computer housings, and cellular phones. This alloy has low-tem perature
ductility, excellent impact resistance, heat resistance and outstanding
aesthetics. M aterial-A has a proprietary percentage o f PC in it and
Material-C is made up o f 45% PC.

2.3.1 Properties o f PC+ABS Resin
a) Exhibits excellent m echanical properties.
b) Has high impact strength even at low tem peratures.
c) Is flame retardant and has a thermal index o f 185° F or 85° C.
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d) This resin is indoor UV stable.

2.3.2 Application o f PC+ABS Resin
a) It is use in autom otive exterior and interior components where
impact strength, dimensional stability and high heat perform ance
are required.
b) Enclosures for desktop computers, copiers, printers and notebooks.
c) Computers m onitor casings where high UL ratings and thick wall
designs are required.
Personal pagers and portable comm unication equipment housings where
light weight and thin wall designs are

2.4

TEST METHOD

The following are the main bodies that govern and regulate crash
worthiness requirem ents o f car front bum per system.
a) National Highway Safety and Transportation Authority (NHSTA in
USA)
b) Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMYSS in USA)
c) Canadian Motor Vehicle Safety Standards ( CMVSS in Canada)
d) European Car Standards (ECR in Europe)
The regulatory bodies depend upon the country where the car is sold.
Since the car under consideration is sold in most continents a test
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procedure had to be followed which is the most stringent o f the different
prescribed testing procedures.

2.4.1 Low speed testing and insurance classification / Low speed,
summary demands and test procedure.

Pendulum variants:

1
’Plane

Impact area from above:

’Plane B

Impact

114

(b)
R=10

&

YO 20 '■
o n ifi"

l)V 20 ’■

VO 16”

610 mm
(d)

(c)
Figure 2.2: Pendulum variant and impact area

a) Pendulum test x-direction
For all pendulum tests the pendulum need to be inside the "corners" o f the
vehicle. The corner is located at the connection point between the vehicle
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and a vertical plane forming an angle o f 60 degrees with a vertical
longitudinal plane. (See Figure 2.2(b): impact area from above).
According to the VSC test method four pendulum tests are to be
performed in X-direction. Most common test points are the ones in Figure
2.2(b) : impact area frontal view.
b) Pendulum test corner impact
The corner test is perform ed with the pendulum forming an angle o f 60
degrees with a vertical longitudinal plane. The centre o f the pendulum
shall contact the "corner po in t”
c) Pendulum heights
The pendulum height is m easured from the ground and the height
tolerances must be reviewed. Test height Part 581 / CMVSS 215 = 16 to
20 inch, however ECE R42 is only 18 inch.
d) Pendulum variants
Two different variant o f pendulum are used depending on legal demand
and test position (see Table 2.1). For Part 581 the plane A and B are not
allowed to be exposed to a force that exceeds 2000 pounds (8.9kN). To
avoid forces in planes A and B an overlap between the bumper beam and
pendulum o f at least 30 mm is recommended. The weight o f the pendulum
is the kerb weight o f the tested car.
e) Pendulum and barrier test
When pendulum tests are perform ed the vehicle (transm ission and brakes
are disengaged) is standing still and is hit by the pendulum. When barrier
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tests are perform ed the vehicle runs into a rigid barrier, no portion o f the
vehicle projects or passes beyond the surface o f the barrier.
The barrier test is performed after the pendulum tests. All tests are
performed with the same bumper.
No parts are exchanged between the tests.

2.4.2 Low speed testing and insurance classification

2.4.2.1

Part 581, ECE R42, only the bumper face bar and the

components that directly attach the bumper face bar to the chassis frame
are allowed to be damaged. Bumper face bar (shortly) is the area o f the
bumper where the pendulum is allowed to hit.

2.4.2.2

CMVSS 215, every damage are allowed except on lights,

hood, trunk, doors, cooling system, exhaust system , propulsion,
suspension, steering and braking system.

Table 2.1: General Test Matrix
Pendulum /

Speed

Pendulum

Height

Demand

Barr.

legal/FKB

variant

Front / rear

2.5/3.0

2

20 inch

Part 581

2

20 inch

Part 581

mph
Corner impact

1.5/1.8
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Pendulum /

Speed

Pendulum

Height

Demand

Barr.

legal/FKB

variant

Front / rear

2.5/3.0

1

16-19 inch

Part 581

1

16-19 inch

Part 581

Front / rear

Part 581

1

16-20inch

CMVSS 215

2

20 inch

CMVSS 215

Front / rear

CMVSS 215

mph
Corner impact

1.5/1.8
mph

Barrier test

2.5/3.0
mph

Front / rear

5.0/5.5
mph

Corner impact

3.0/3.3
mph

Barrier test

5.0/5.5
mph

Front / rear

2.5 mph

1

18 inch

ECE R42

Corner impact

1.5 mph

1

18 inch

ECE R42

Barrier test

5.0 mph

Front / rear

FKB / ECE R42

Table-2.2 Certification test matrix
Barrier

Notes

4 front / 4 rear , 16-20

1 front / 1

2 corner

inch

rear

front/rear

Demand ,

Pendulum , total

country

amount

Part 581 , USA
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Demand ,

Pendulum , total

Barrier

Notes

country

amount

CMVSS 215 ,

3 front / 3 rear , 16-20

1 front / 1

1 corner

Canada

inch

rear

front/rear

ECE R42 ,

4 front / 4 rear , 18

Car loaded +

Europe

inch/455mm

3x75kg *

a) * 2 test weight is used, ’’Unladen w eight” = kerb weight and ’’Laden
w eight” = 3x75 kg (ex. car/ 5 seats) which is placed 2 in front seats
and 1 rear, this instead o f changing pendulum height.

2.5

PRIOR WORK AND CURRENT PRACTICES

The ground work for such similar finite element analysis at Lacks was
laid by Hartwick Professionals Inc. and later followed by H off and
associates. Due to the specialized nature o f the product i.e. plating on
plastic and its functional application in the impact zone a baseline system
and/or guidelines were developed at Lacks R&D. This would ensure good
prediction o f cosmetic failure of plated grilles and structural perform ance
o f components in the impact zone.

2.5.1 Proposed Project M ethodology
The following is the list o f guidelines or modeling procedure developed
and practiced by Lacks and its suppliers.
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a) All parts should be modeled using two-dim ensional and threedimensional shell elements.
b) The mesh should be quadrilateral element dominant. Triangular
elements should be minimized and is not to exceed 5% o f the total
elements.
c) The m ounting fixture is modeled as a rigid structure fixed in space.
d) Fasteners (bolts, screws, etc.) at boundary conditions and between
components are to be simulated with rigid elements.
e) Drilling degree-of-freedom o f bolted connections should be free to
rotate unless an anti-rotation feature is provided in the design.
f) Contact conditions should be included between the various
components. Contact conditions also need to be imposed between
the impacting pendulum /barrier and the headlamp assem bly/bum per.
g) Material modeling for all plastic components is homogeneous
within each part, isotropic and nonlinear. A nonlinear stress-strain
curve will be input for each type o f material.
h) Due to the ultim ate failure seen in the tests all m aterials will
include failure criterion to remove the elements from the analysis as
failure occurs. This would ensure more efficient use o f computing
capability and reduce run time.
i) Boundary conditions need to be applied as necessary. Drilling
degrees-of-freedom for all bolted boundary conditions should be
released unless an anti-rotation feature exists.
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j) M ethodology for setting up the load case should be defined to
match as close as possible, if not exactly, any physical tests and
regulatory requirements,
k) In case o f low speed (5mph) front barrier, side barrier and
pendulum impacts, analysis assum ptions will be - nonlinear material,
large deflection and transient loading. These are critical
assumptions that drive the accuracy o f the analysis and should be
carefully reviewed to ensure they adequately represent the operating
conditions. Based on the requirem ent or change in test conditions
analysis assum ptions have to be reviewed.
1) Plate layer would be modeled as a shell layer on top o f the solid
layer o f plastic.
M odeling software to be used HyperMesh and analysis software will be
LS-DYNA.

2.6

NONLINEAR DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

An important FEA application is in the area o f nonlinear dynamics, for
example, in pipe whip, impact, and other interm ittent contact problems.
To solve the matrix equations o f m otion numerically, most codes offer
either im plicit direction integration schemes or explicit schemes.
Equation o f equilibrium governing the dynamic response o f a system o f
finite elements is

[m]{(7}„+[c]{c/)„ +[/f]{C/}„={«“'}„
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(1)

Where M, C and K are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices
respectively, i?^^is the vector o f externally applied loads; and U,Û, and
Ü are the displacem ent, velocity and acceleration vectors respectively. In
dynamic analysis, at time t, the effect o f acceleration-dependent inertia
forces and velocity-dependent damping forces is considered. On the other
hand in static analysis inertia and damping effects neglected.
In order to reduce the analysis time and effort, the choice o f static or
dynamic is based on engineering experience and judgm ent.
Equation (1) represents a system of differential equations o f second order.
However, the solution o f general systems o f differential equations can
become very expensive if the order o f the matrices is large. This
computing problem can be overcome by taking advantage o f the special
characteristics o f the coefficient m atrices K, C and M.

2.6.1 Direct Time Integration in LS-Dyna
When solving dynamic problems with finite element method, the solution
sought is obtained by dividing the total response time o f the system into
much sm aller time intervals called time steps or time increments. The
equilibrium equations are solved and the values o f the unknowns are
determined at n+1*^ time step based on known values at n‘**time step
(quasi linearization). The explicit time integration operator in LS-Dyna
uses the central difference method, whereas the implicit time integration
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operator uses the Newmark formula for integrating displaeem ent and
velocity.

2.6.1.1 Explicit Time Integration
The explicit dynamic analysis in LS-Dyna is based on integrating the
equations o f m otion for the system using the explicit central difference
method. Upon om itting higher order terms, central difference method
yields
R = ^ ( { £ / L , - 2 { C / } „ + {£/)„_i )

(2)

=

(3)

By substituting equations (2) and (3) in equation (1) we get

M h-1

(4)

The solution o f

is obtained by solving equilibrium equation at

time ntSt or at the

time step and is obtained from

and

It

is noted that such integration schemes do not require a Cholesky
factorization or inverse o f the (effective) stiffness m atrix in the step-bystep solution.
From initial condition {[/jg and {c/)o are known, therefore using equation
(1) {17 }o can be obtained.
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{ t/} _ ,= { C /} o -A < { t/} „ + ^ ^ } o

(5)

This method is effective when a lumped mass matrix is used and when [C]
can be neglected. When lumped mass form ulation is used, [M] becomes
diagonal.
Using equation (5) in equation (4) we get
= {« }„

(6 )

The lumped mass matrix is a diagonal matrix, therefore equation (6) can
be solved without expensive and time consuming inversion or
factorization o f the mass matrix.
Since [K] need not be inverted or factorized, it is also not necceassary to
assemble the matrix. In equation (6) the term [ K ] { U } n can be w ritten as
)in t

{U „=E C
m

m

m

where ‘m ’ is the number o f elements. Global i?™^can be assem bled from
matrix m ultiplication of individual elements.
From equation (6) we get

n+\

m,-

(7)
Ar

Where i is over the total number o f nodes.
is the displacem ent at node / at (n + 1)*^ time step.
.g

displacem ent at node i at

time step.
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is the f'* element o f the global

veetor at

time step.

By eliminating assembly and factorization o f the global stiffness matrix, a
relatively large problem can be solved with relatively small RAM o f
computer. However, this m ethod is conditionally stable as time step A?
needs to be sm aller than critical time step

(Courant condition).

If A/ is too large the m ethod fails and i f A/ is too small computation is
expensive. The stability condition for an explicit time integration is

2

A? < ------- where O^ax
t^max

the highest natural frequency o f

d e t( [ x ] - 6 P ^ [ M ] ) = 0 .
the assembled finite element model is bounded by the maximum
frequency o f the unassem bled and unsupported elements.
The following are the stability conditions for different elements:
a) Bar Element: The highest natural frequency is

=

2

2C

/ y

/

and therefore A t < — where C is the acoustic wave speed. The

c

physical interpretation o f this condition is that At must be small
enough that information does not propagate across more than one
element per time step,
b) Beam Element: For Hughes-Liu beam element the stability
condition is A ^ < ^ . Belytschko beam has the same time step as
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Hughes-Liu beam unless the bending related time step size is
smaller.
c) Shell Elements: In case o f shell elements the stability condition is

Where

is the characteristic length,

d) Solid shell (TSHELL) element: In this case the stability condition is

Where vdg^^^is the area o f the largest side,
e) Solid elements: If we ignore the effect o f bulk viscosity the
F

stability condition is A t =

;C =

C^max’

I

'

E (1- v )

V ( l + v X l-2 v )’

Solid elements with incom pressible material

(v =

0 . 5 ) the critical

time step is zero since the bulk modulus is infinity.

2.6.1.1.1 Flow Chart For E xplicit Time Integration In LS-Dyna

<7^ = cr(? = 0);m ^=ü(t = 0),n = 0
a) Initial Conditions
ü(t

=

0) =

1

Velocities

-> m

Displacm ents

..
-

R f

-

Cù{t =

1

Tl-\—
b) Update:

^ .
[R f

Tl-^ 4-

^

^
—>

= w " 4- Atù

^
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O)

c) Compute internal nodal forces
d) Loop over elements: E = 1 to NELE
1

1

n+-

« + -

V elocity-strains: 6

^ = B ii^ ^

1
.—
I"'
V«H—
«H
Stress rate: (7
^ =T ^ ^
V

= c r ” + lSt&

Update Stress:

^

Internal forces:

e) Assemble

into
«+1

f) Compute external nodal forces: i?,ext

n+-

•«+1

g) Accelerations: ü

h)

m,-

r j '- R s : '- c ù

2

Output « <—« + 1 ; go to 2

2.6.1.2 Im plicit time integration
Implicit dynamic analysis in LS-Dyna is based on integrating the equation
of motion for the system using the Newmark formula
{ v L i = { U „ + A / ^ l + A ;q (l/2 -y 0 )^ }„ + /S ^ L , ]

(8)

{ t > L , = ^ } „ + A/ [ (1 - r){ f/} „ + r { v L i ]

(9)

Where p and y are param eters o f the system.
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At<cci (unconditionally stable) i f 2 / 3 > /> 0 .5
Thus expressing the velocities and accelerations at fn + / / * t i m e step in
terms o f the displacem ents at n + f and substitution into equation (1) yields
[x ]{ u L ,

{^L,

(10)

Where
[â ^]= [X^([i^],[M],[c],Af)] is the effective stiffness matrix, and
( ^

}n’ P

L+i =

} „ )} is the effective load

at time n + 1.

2.6.2 N onlinear FEA Concepts
In implicit FE, equilibrium is achieved at each time step using an iterative
procedure. Accuracy o f this method depends on solution procedure and
convergence tolerances. It is appealing for a linear transient problem,
because it allows a larger time step and has almost no numerical stability
problems. Treatm ent o f boundary nonlinearities must occur within a step
and this fact along with the solution o f large systems of equations make
the coding more complicated than an explicit one.
Some o f these operators have been shown by researchers to exhibit
numerical damping problems, sensitivity to time step size, or stability
problems, and the user must be extremely careful in their use.
In explicit FE, equilibrium is achieved at each time step since we are
solving for acceleration, velocity, and displacem ent by satisfying
equilibrium. An explicit operator advances a solution without forming an
31
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effective stiffness matrix, a fact that makes the coding much simpler. For
a given time step size, an explicit form ulation requires fewer
computations per time step than an im plicit one. Com plicated boundary
conditions are handled easily, because nonlinearities are handled after a
step has been taken. The disadvantage o f an explicit m ethod is the
existence o f a definite stability limit, which means very small time steps
are required and often, higher computer costs are incurred.
The choice o f whether to use im plicit or explicit time integration schemes
is very subtle and depends on: the nature o f the dynamic problem; the
type o f finite elements which make up the model; the size o f the model;
and the velocities o f the problem compared to the speed o f sound in the
material.
Nonlinear problems are inherently more complex to analyze than linear
problems. The "principle o f superposition" (which states that the resultant
deflection, stress, or strain in a system due to several forces is the
algebraic sum o f their effects when separately applied) no longer applies.
Finite element analysis is an approximate analysis method, which is only
as accurate as:
a) Quality o f the model
b) Material properties used (and their assumptions)
c) Representation o f the loads and boundary conditions
d) Solution algorithm
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The analyst's experience and judgm ent therefore become critical to the
success o f a nonlinear analysis because o f the decisions that must be
made.
In nonlinear FEA, the following relationships (which are assumed to be
linear in linear FEA) may be violated:
a) Large Deformations: Most m etallic m aterials are no longer useful
when the strain exceeds one or two percent. However, some
m aterials, notably rubbers, elastomers, and plastics, can be strained
to hundreds o f a percent and will therefore require finite (large)
strain analysis.
b) The strain-displacem ent relationship is no longer linear. This is true
if the rotations become large even though the strains are still small.
The changes in the deformed shape can no longer be ignored. The
physics o f buckling, rubber analysis, metal forming, among others,
requires that either a quadratic relationship exits between the strain
and displacem ent (Green-Strain) or a logarithm ic relationship
exists. Engineering stress is no longer appropriate because of
geometric changes and the true stress or Cauchy stress should be
used.
c) The stress-strain law may become nonlinear. Even within the useful
stress range o f the material. This behavior is typical o f most metals,
rubbers and elastomers, and certain composite m aterials whose
properties are unequal in tension and compression.
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d) The original equilibrium equations (relating stress to loads) may
have to be updated. Due to the geometrical changes in the shape o f
the structure. These relations mean that, in nonlinear FEA, the load
is no longer proportional to the displacement.

2.6.3 HOURGLASSING
Despite being robust for large deform ations and saving extensive amounts
of computer time, the one-point (reduced) integration solid and shell
elements used in LS-DYNA are prone to zero-energy modes. These modes,
commonly referred to as hourglassing modes, are oscillatory in nature and
tend to have periods that are much shorter than those o f the overall
structural response (i.e., they result in m athem atical states that are not
physically possible). They typically have no stiffness and give a zigzag
appearance to a mesh known as hourglass deformations. The occurrence o f
hourglass deform ations in an analysis can invalidate the results and
should always be minimized.
These zero energy modes are produced because of reduced integration rule
used in LS-Dyna. In reduced integration mode the number o f Gaussian
integration points are reduced and effect o f nodes is averaged to the
reduced number o f Gaussian integration point. This lowers computation
cost. A pattern of nodal degree o f freedom produces a strain that is zero at
all integration points. If the integration points (gauss points) sense no
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strain under a certain deform ation mode, the resulting element stiffness
matrix will have no resistance to the deformation mode.
Consider the membrane deform ation o f a 2-D element where all 4 nodes
have a single degree o f freedom ( x-direction):
The four nodal velocities in x-direction then contain all the inform ation
necessary to fully describe the incremental deform ation o f the element.
The element velocity (displacem ent) vector can be seen as a vector in 4-D
space and decomposed along four physically meaningful base vectors:
rigid body translation, tension-com pression, simple shear and
hourglassing (or in-plane bending).

2^2
W3

=

^rb

r r

f n

' 1

1

-1

1

-1

1

-1

-1

1

.-iJ

( 11)

v- 1

The last base vector is the hourglass mode:
This pattern o f deform ation leads to zero strains. This is easily seenin the
case o f a rectangular element.
( 12)

1

N ,=
X2

yi

(13)

1 - ^

y_

(14)
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y_

N A=

6AT2.

.

'XX

(15)

OX

OX

+ “^

OX

“2

aATg.
+ ^ “ ^3
OX

+^~^4
OX

(16)

Substituting (12), (13), (14), and (15) in (16) we get

g ^ = -l-[(y -;/3 X + (y 3 -3 ^ )M 2 + y M 3 -;^ 4 ]

(17)

:»^2y3
y-.
At element center: y ——

2

Hourglass modes
tl^ ~ Ù'^
Z^2 “

^4

^xx=0
The expression for the strain rate in x-direction is easily interpreted
geometrically as the gradient o f the x-velocity component over the
element, or as the incremental change in chord length o f a line piece
parallel to the x-axis through the element center. The length o f this line
piece (from one element border to the other) does not change i f the
element deforms in a pure hourglasss mode. Clearly this problem does not
occur in fully integrated element since fiber elongation (positive strain
and tensile stress) is calculated in the lower integration points and fiber
shortening (negative strain and compressive stress) is calculated in the
upper integration points. If under-integrated shell elements are used, the
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hourglass modes may develop infinite amplitudes and cause nodal
velocities to become unbounded and cause the code to core-dump.

Figure 2.5(a): Undeformed mesh and deformed mesh with hourglassing
effect

Figure 2.5(b): Instability caused in a model due to hourglassing
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Hourglassing can affect brick and quadrilateral shell and 2-D elements,
but not triangular shell, triangular 2-D, or beam elements.
Good m odeling practices norm ally prevent hourglassing from becoming
significant. The general principles are to use a uniform mesh and to avoid
concentrated loads on a single point. Since one excited element transfers
the hourglassing mode to its neighbors, all point loads should be spread
over an area o f several neighboring nodes. In general, refining the overall
mesh will almost always significantly reduce the effects o f hourglassing.
LS-DYNA offers a number o f internal hourglass controls. The idea behind
these methods is to add stiffness, which resists hourglass modes but not
rigid body motions and linear deform ation fields, or to damp velocities in
the direction o f hourglass modes.
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3. PHYSICAL IMPACT TESTING
3.1

Objective

Prove M ateriai-A to be the superior resin compared to Materiai-B and the
best choice for Volvo in their Grille assemblies. The grille assem blies
chosen were a waterfall design (model-A), one piece egg crate design
(model-B) and a two-piece egg crate design (model C = surround +
texture).

ÊhamE. F

I
G m E E RIN

MODEL- A
Water-fall Grille
Design

Figure 3.1(a): Model-A (Water Fall Grille Design)

Low speed front barrier physical impact tests were carried out at ambient
as well as -30° C at Defiance Testing and Engineering, Troy, MI. The
testing speed was set at 5.5 mph to m aintain uniformity with testing
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protocol used at Volvo based on CMYSS standards. Please see Section 2.3
for testing procedure and Figure 3.1 to 3.4 for deseription o f testing
fixture.

3.2

TEST SETUP

3.2.1 Impact Barrier Speeification
For the front- and rear-into-flat-barrier tests, the impaet barrier is an
unyielding (rigid) block o f reinforced eonerete that is positioned
perpendieular to both the crash hall floor and the longitudinal centerline
of the test vehieles. The barrier is augmented with a solid steel face plate
measuring 366 cm wide, 184 cm high, and 8 cm thick. The impaet area o f
the face plate is covered with 2 cm -thick plywood.

3.2.2 Impact Speed M easurement
The crash test speed range is 5.5 ± 0.15 mi/hr. Impaet speed is measured
using two optical speed sensors mounted on each side o f the vehicle that
are aimed downward to detect retro refleetive tape strips on the erash hall
floor. Eaeh sensor is connected to its own battery-pow ered tim ing module
loeated inside the vehicle that displays the v eh iele’s speed in miles per
hour. Speed is clocked over a 456 mm length o f vehicle travel ending
approxim ately 15 cm before the veh iele’s impact with the barrier or pole.
After the impact, speed m easurements from the two timing modules are
averaged to determine the recorded impact speed. The propulsion system
41
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also has an optical speed m easuring device that serves as a backup to the
two speed sensors onboard the vehicle. This device measures the speed o f
the hardware attaching the vehicle to the propulsion system immediately
prior to v eh icle’s release from the propulsion system before impact. The
speed is clocked over a 100 cm length o f vehicle travel ending 50 cm
before the v eh icle’s release.

3.2.3 Photography
Following the completion o f each test, the vehicle is photographed with a
digital still cam era to document any resulting damage. Additional closeup photographs are taken o f readily visible damage at that time;
photographs also are taken during the teardown/appraisal process to
document hidden damage.

3.3

TESTING

The testing was carried out in two phases:
a) Testing at ambient temperature: The first round of testing was carried
out at ambient tem perature. Samples o f the above m entioned grilles
were processed in m aterials A, B and C. These grilles were assem bled
to the front bumper subsystem; this subsystem was m ounted to the test
sled using the fixture and tested. All the m aterials passed this round of
testing. The data from this round o f testing was documented and
reviewed. Based on the results a second round o f testing was initiated.
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b) Testing at - 30° C: Based on the results from the first round o f testing,
the experience gained from it and in a effort to m onitor/control cost it
was decided to pursue only the Egg Crate design as it was a single
piece design. These grilles were sampled in m aterials B andA. The
model-C grille was elim inated because o f its two piece architecture.
Only the surround was made o f M aterial-A and first round o f testing
showed very little evidence that continued testing on this grille would
give us the desired/usable results. M aterial-C was elim inated to keep
costs under control by strategically testing only Material-B grilles to
determine a failure criterion for these grilles in order to achieve our
primary objective of proving that Material-B would fail i f used in this
application and therefore M aterial-A is a superior resin that has to be
used for this application. The Material-B grilles tested at -30°C passed
the tests.

3.4

RESULTS

The following is a summary o f the results. Table3.1 gives a summary of
the first round o f testing. These front barrier impact tests were carried out
at ambient tem perature and 5.5 mph. Table 3.2 gives a summary o f the
second round o f testing. The second round o f testing was carried out at 30°C and 5.5 mph.
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3.5

CONCLUSION

From a front barrier impact strength requirem ent standpoint, based on the
test results Material-B can be used to replace Material-A in Volvo car
(models that were tested) grille applications.
Table 3.1; Summary o f results from first round o f testing at ambient
temperature

Beam

Damage

Te st

Impact

Vehicle

G ri l l e

deflec/set

or

Number

T y pe

model

Description

(mm)

Comments
N o v i s i bl e grille
damage.

Oil

5. 45mph

Model -

BARRI ER

C

N o other system
Material-A

n/a

damage.
N o v i s i bl e grille
damage.

021

5. 48mph

Mo del -

B ARRI ER

C

N o other system
Material-C

n/a

damage.
N o vi s ibl e grille
damage.

031

5.5 Imph

Mo del -

B ARRI ER

C

N o other system
Material-B

n/a

damage.
N o v i s i bl e grille
damage.

041

5. 48mph

Model -

B ARRI ER

B

Bea m face dent at
Material-A

n/a

C/L.
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Beam

Damage

Te st

Impact

Vehicle

G ri l l e

deflec/set

or

Number

T y pe

model

Description

( m m)

Comments
N o v i s i bl e grille
damage.
Beam dented across

051

5. 48mph

Model -

BARRIER

A

face.
Material-A

23 / 9

RH mount stay buckle.
N o vi s ibl e grille
damage.
Beam dented across

061

5. 48mph

Model -

BARRI ER

A

face.
Material-B

2 2 / 10

RH mount stay buckle.
N o v i s i bl e grille
damage.
Beam dented across

071

5. 49mph

Model -

BARRI ER

A

face.
Material-C

2 2 / 10

RH mount stay buckle.

Table 3.2: Summary o f results from second round of testing at - 30°C

B ea m

Damage

Te st

Impact

Vehicle

Grille

deflec/set

or

Number

Type

model

Description

(mm)

Comments
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B ea m

Damage

T es t

Impact

Vehicle

Grille

deflec/set

or

Number

T y pe

model

Description

(mm)

Comments
No v i s i bl e grille
damage.

Oil

5.5mph

Mod el -

BARRI ER

B

No other system
Material-B

n/a

damage.
No v i s i bl e grille
damage.

021

D

L_F

Tr

1_A

N

5.5mph

Model -

BARRI ER

A

C

No other system
Material-B

damage.

n/a

Model-B FRONT HIPP 140 GRILLE
BVOL-041 September 29, 2004
5.48MPH BARRER

E

rN U iN prm iN G
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ï
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0
Project# 102740

0.5
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2

2.5

3

Stroke(in)

Figure 3.2: Model-B load vs. stroke graph from physical testing
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Even though M aterial-A has superior impact properties when compared to
the resin M aterial-B, the threshold impact strength requirem ent o f the
grille is significantly lower in the bumper systems that were studied. The
following are the important factors that contribute to a lower impact
resistance requirement in these grilles:
a) “Behind the Bum per” Application: The Volvo ear grilles studied are
not directly in the impact zone. M aterial-A might have a significant
advantage if the grilles were designed to blend into the bumper or
placed in the bumper i.e. placed in the impact zone. Example: Chrysler
Sebring, Chrysler 300M etc.
b) Superior Engineering: The Volvo bumper systems are designed and
built to very high standards o f engineering, safety, quality and
functionality. As seen in these tests the bumper systems perform s the
function o f protecting components behind the bumper extremely well
by wrapping around the components to absorb/dissipate energy and
withstand deflections o f more than 2.25 inches at cold tem peratures.
Further testing is being carried out at Lacks Corp. Laboratory to
determine and establish if there is a need to retain Material-A in these
grille applications based on DVP&R requirements. A parallel path FEA
will be used to correlate and validate the impaet testing results. A frontinto-angle-barrier impaet test is suggested to see if the attachm ents can
withstand the stress due to torque during impaet.
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MODEL
Mounted to te s t sled
using fixture

Figure 3.3: Fascia assembled to test sled through fixture

Figure 3.4: Mounting Fixture
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Figure 3.5(a): Dimensions o f fixture

Figure 3.5(b): Dimensions o f fixture cont.
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NPFR N

MODEL- B
Bum per Beam
Deformation

Figure 3.6: D ent/deform ation in the bumper beam at centerline.
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4. PRE-PROCESSING USING HYPERMESH
Altair HyperMesh is a high-perform ance finite element pre- and p o st
processor for popular finite element solvers - allowing engineers to
analyze product design perform ance in a highly interactive and visual
environment. HyperM esh's user-interface is easy to learn and supports
many CAD geometry and finite element model files - increasing
interoperability and efficiency. Advanced functionality within HyperMesh
allows to efficiently mesh high fidelity models. This functionality
includes user defined quality criteria and controls, morphing technology
to update existing meshes to new design proposals, and automatic m id
surface generation for complex designs with varying wall thicknesses.
Automated tetra-m eshing and hexa-m eshing minimizes meshing time
while batch meshing enables large scale meshing o f parts with no model
clean up and minimal user input.
The following are the benefits o f using HyperMesh for pre-processing:
a) Reduce time and engineering analysis cost through high-perform ance
finite element m odeling and post-processing.
b) The industry's broadest and most comprehensive CAD and CAE solver
direct interface support.
c)

Reduce overhead costs o f m aintaining multiple pre- and post
processing tools, minimize "new user" learning curves, and increase
staff efficiency with a powerful, intuitive, consistent finite element
analysis environment.
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d) Open-architecture design and custom ization functionality allows
HyperMesh to fit seam lessly in any environment.
e) Reduce redundancy and model development costs through the direct
use o f CAD geometry and legacy finite element models.
f) Simplify the m odeling process for complex geometry through high
speed, high-quality automeshing, hexa-meshing and tetram eshing.
g) Dramatically increase end-user modeling efficiency by elim inating the
need to perform manual geometry clean up and meshing with Batch
Mesher technology.

4.1

GEOMETRY INTERFACING AND CLEANUP

HyperMesh provides direct access to a variety o f industry-leading CAD
data formats for generating finite element models. Moreover, HyperMesh
has robust tools to clean (mend) imported geometry containing surfaces
with gaps, overlaps and misalignments which prevent automeshing and
high quality mesh generation. By elim inating m isalignm ents, holes and
suppressing the boundaries between adjacent surfaces, we can mesh across
larger, more logical regions o f the model while improving overall meshing
speed and quality. Boundary conditions can be applied to these surfaces
for future mapping to underlying element data.
The following are the native CAD file formats that can be directly
imported into HyperMesh:
i.

CATIA V4/V5
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ii.

I-DEAS

iii.

PRO-ENGINEER

iv.

UNIGRAPHICS

V.

ACIS

vi.

IGES

vii.
viii.

PARASOLID
STEP

4.1.1 HyperMesh Terminology
Figure 4.1 identifies various geometric features found on models labeled
with the term inology used in HyperMesh for faces, edges, and points.
1 Surtac#.

ZFrno#,
blu*!

Hon-mm'éM Eég»

Awnh

fyallowl
•SharwJ Edg#

Fw#Ed@#

New HyperMesh terminology

Figure 4.1: Model named with term inology used in HyperMesh.
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Refer to the definitions below for each feature identified in figure 4.1
a) Face: A single NURB; the smallest area entity.
b) Surface: A collection o f one or more adjacent faces whose common
edges are suppressed. HyperMesh meshes on surfaces.
c) Free Edge: The edge is owned by one surface. In the geom cleanup
panel, the default color is red.
d) Shared Edge: The edge is owned by two adjacent surfaces. In the
geomcleanup panel, the default color is green.
e) Suppressed Edge: The edge is owned, or shared, by two adjacent
surfaces. Suppressed edges are ignored by the meshing routines in
HyperMesh. In the geomcleanup panel, the default color is blue.
f) Non-M anifold Edge: The edge is owned by three or more surfaces.
In the geomcleanup panel, the default color is yellow.
g) Fixed Point: A point associated with a surface. A fixed point is
displayed as a small circle (o) and is the same color as the surface
to which it is associated. The autom esher places a finite element
node at each fixed point on the surfaces being meshed.
h) Free Point: A point in space not associated with a surface. A free
point is displayed as a small x, (x), and is the same color as the
geometry collector to which it belongs.
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4.1.2 Generating a Midplane from Solid Geometry
A midsurface is the midplane layer o f geometry that when meshed, can be
used as a finite element shell representation o f a given solid part.
Midsurface extraction can be used with sheet metal stampings, molded
plastic parts with ribs, and other parts consisting o f plates; for example,
pieces with a thickness clearly sm aller than the width and length.
T h e m o d e l g e o m e try is a n electrical h o u sin g b rack e t:

Figure 4.2(a): Solid model o f a electrical housing bracket.

Generated
Midsurface
Figure 4.2(b): Midsurface generated from the solid model o f the housing
bracket.
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4.1.3 Simplifying Geometry
CAD geometry imported into HyperMesh needs to be sim plified and made
suitable for FEA analysis. An FEA model typically omits certain features
based on an educated judgm ent regarding the effect the om itted feature
would bave on the total energy o f the system. The geometry also needs to
be simplified to have a smoother mesh and to prevent loss o f details when
using automesh option in HyperMesh. Figure 4.3b illustrates the issues
faced in meshing actual geometries (Figure 4.3a) with sim plifying or
cleaning them.
Edge filiet

mterior trim iine
Pinhole
S u rfa ce fillet

Figure 4.3(a): Part-A with simple geometry and features.
Edge fitlet not
captured

m ta rtio n s

caused hy holes
Surface fillet
not captured

Figure 4.3(b): Part-A meshed using automesh module.
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SimpMfted g e o m e try

Figure 4.3c: After simplifying geometry o f part-A.

Figure 4.3d: Meshing o f final sim plified geometry

4.2

MESHING, MODEL BUILDING AND EDITING

HyperMesh offers a sophisticated suite o f easy-to-use tools to build and
edit models. Automatic mid-surface generation, a comprehensive laminate
modeler and morphing (stretch existing FE meshes to new design
geometries) offer new levels o f model m anipulation. The surface
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automeshing module in HyperMesh is a robust tool for mesh generation
that provides users the ability to interactively adjust a variety o f mesh
param eters for each surface or surface edge. These param eters include
element density, element biasing, mesh algorithm and more. Element
generation can be autom atically optim ized for a set o f quality criteria.
HyperMesh can also quickly automesh a closed volume with high-quality
first or second order tetrahedral elements. Users can control element
growth options for structural or CFD modeling requirements, select tria or
quad elements for tetrahedral generation and re-mesh local regions.
Model set up and assembly is easy with HyperMesh. Weld models using
connectors, create contacts, apply boundary conditions and set up solver
runs quickly within the HyperMesh interface.
After meshing the surfaces and checking the element quality the different
components are assembled. Now m aterials properties are assigned to the
assembled components. The m aterial properties can either be entered
directly using H yperm esh’s LS-Dyna tem plate m aterial cards or we can
read in a ‘.k’ file with the m aterial card/ Dyna deck containing the
material properties. Now the appropriate material properties are assigned
to the correct components. This step is followed by assigning section
properties; this is nothing but inform ation regarding thickness.
Components with wall stock that is relatively small in dimension
compared to its overall length are modeled as shell elements on its
m idsurface.
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The assembled geometry is connected at jo ints using welds. Welds are 1-d
elements that are used to form a rigd body. This is a critical operation as
it would dictate interaction o f two mating components under kinetic
energy influence. The center o f gravity o f the vehicle subsystem is
identified and the mass o f car or kerb weight o f the car is assigned to the
CG. In case o f a dynamic analysis sim ilar to the one undertaken in this
thesis the velocity input is given to the CG. Finally a m athem atically
formulated barrier is created in HyperMesh. The barrier is basically a
rigid body that does not deform. After a final check the FE model is ready
for generating a LS-Dyna keyword file.

Figure 4.4 (a): Meshed FEA model o f the bumper system.
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Figure 4.4 (b): Meshed FEA model o f the grille (Solid Elements)

4.3

GENERATING LS-DYNA KEYWORD FILE

HyperMesh supports a host of different solver formats for both import and
export. Along with fully-supported solvers, HyperMesh also provides the
flexibility to support additional solvers via a complete export tem plate
language and C libraries for development o f input translators. The
following is a list o f solvers that HyperMesh can interface with:
a) LS-DYNA
b) AJNSYS

c) OptiStruct
d) ABAQUS
e) NASTRAN
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f) MOLDFLOW/C-MOLD
g) RADIOSS
h) PAMCRASH
i) MADYMO
j) MARC
k) I-DEAS
Using the Ls-Dyna template provided in HyperMesh, m aterial cards which
best describe the m aterial o f each component and if needed associate a
nonlinear m aterial curve with the component. However engineering stress
versus strain information needs to be first converted to true stress vs. true
strain curve.
This conversion is done as engineering stress-strain does not give a true
indication o f the non-linear deform ation characteristic o f plastics and LSDyna uses true stress-strain in its formulation. Engineering stress -s tra in
is based on original dimensions and cross sectional area o f the specimen.
However in reality the dimensions o f the tensile bar changes continuously
when subjected to tensile loads during testing. Also samples when pulled
under tension become unstable and necks down during the course o f the
test. As the cross sectional area o f the specimen decreases the load
required to continue deform ation also decreases. This produces the fallo ff in the stress-strain curve beyond the point o f maximum load. It has
been observed that due to strain hardening the stress required to produce
further deform ation also increases. Currently most universal testing
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machines are capable o f m easuring only engineering stress and strain,
which is the average stress based on original area. However i f the true
stress, based on instantaneous cross-sectional area o f the specimen, it is
found that the stress-strain curve increases sim ultaneously up to fracture.
The curve generated by using instantaneous measurements o f stress and
strain is called a true stress-strain curve. The true stress Ot is expressed in
terms of engineering stress G by Eq 18.
Ot= (P/Ao) (1 + G) = a (1 + G)

(18)

True strain is expressed in terms o f engineering strain by equation 19
Gt = l n ( l + G )

(19)

Where,
Gt = True Strain
G = Engineering Strain
0t

= True Stress

a = Engineering Stress
The derivation o f equation (18) assumes both constancy o f volume and a
homogenous distribution o f strain along the gage length o f the tension
specimen.
Finally, before input into a LS-Dyna *MAT PIEGEWISE LINEAR
PLASTICITY (*MAT 24) m aterial card the true stress vs. true strain
curve needs to be converted into a true stress vs. Dyna strain curve. The
experimental data always includes some degree o f error and thus tends to
be somewhat noisy and erratic. When using *MAT_24, one should input a
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smoother stress-strain curve utilizing a minimal number o f points. Input
o f noisy experimental data may cause spurious behavior, particularly in
case o f the default, 3-iteration plane stress plasticity algorithm for shells.
The effective plastic strain values input in defining a stress vs. effective
plastic strain curve in a LS-DYNA plasticity model should be the residual
true strains after unloading elastically. True stress is input directly for the
stress values.
Using experimental data from a true stress vs. true strain curve:
Effective plastic strain (input value) = Total true strain - True stress/E
Note that as the stress value increases, the recoverable strain (true
stress/E) increases as well. For metals, E is very large compared to the
yield stress so it's fairly common practice in the case o f m etals to ju st
subtract a constant value equal to the strain at initial yield from all
subsequent strain values. For plastics/polym ers, you probably should
consider the increase in recoverable strain as stresses increase (since the
elastic component o f strain may be quite large). In any case, the first
plastic strain value should be input as zero and the first stress value
should be the initial yield stress.
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5.0

MODEL DESCRIPTION

Only the parts mounted on the sled were meshed and modeled. The sled
was treated as a single rigid element with appropriate sled mass.
The following are the components in the model:
i.
ii.

Fascia
Fascia Back Panel Component

iii.

Grille

iv.

Bumper Beam

V.

Bumper Foam

vi.

Mounting Fixture

Grille

Fascia

Figure 5.1(a): Front View FE Model
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Bumper Foam
Fascia Back Panel
Component

Figure 5.1(b): Transparent Front View FE Model.

Mounting Fixture

Bumper Beam

Figure 5.1 (c): Bumper Beam and Mounting fixture (Other components
have been blanked).
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5.1

COMPARISON WITH PHYSICAL AND ANALYTICAL DATA

A baseline FE model was created and debugged for run errors. This
process was achieved by creating the baseline FE model based on general
guidelines o f m odeling and practices at Lacks (as described in section
2.3.1).
The baseline FE model was run using the explicit solving capability of
LS-Dyna and the data collected was analyzed using post processor called
LS-PrePost. In order to compare the data obtained from the analytical
studies and physical testing, the load vs. stroke curve was plotted and
energy under the curve was compared. The load is defined as the impact
force o f the rolling cart/sled into the fixed barrier. The load is measured
by 2-20,000 pounds Lebow load cells mounted behind the barrier
face. The stroke is the deflection o f the bumper fascia from its nominal in
the fore-aft direction on impact against the barrier. It is m easured with a
linear potentiom eter mounted on the barrier fixture.
In the first iteration an elastic m aterial card was used to describe fascia
property. This was based on the fact that during physical impact tests the
fascia did not seem to have any visible plastic deform ation after impact.
As we can see from Figure 5.3 there is a big difference between the two
curves and energy absorbed (area under the curve). The difference in the
curves can be attributed to using an elastic material card to define fascia
material property.
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<D

L in e ar P o te n tio m e te r

D E F I A N CE
TESTING & ENGINEERING

Figure 5.2(a): Front view o f the barrier showing potentiom eter

«
1

Figure 5.2(b): Side view o f the barrier showing load cells
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When the fascia is defined as elastic there is no failure so the excess
energy/stress is transferred to other components in the bumper subsystem.
This leads to excessive loading on the grille and other components that
are attached to the fascia.
Test energy VS FE energy
35000.0000
Elastic Fascia Material Run
30000.0000
—

Actual Impact Test Data

25000.0000

20000.0000

Z 15000.0000

10000.0000

5000.0000

0.0000

•

0.0m

1.0000

2.0000

3.0000

4.0000

5.0000

6.0m

-5000.0000 J
Stroke (inch)

Figure 5.3: Comparing load vs. stroke physical testing and run with
elastic fascia
In order to eliminate the excessive load transferred by the “e lastic” fascia,
a second iteration was carried out. In the second iteration the fascia was
assigned non-linear m aterial curve, which best described fascia behavior.
The results o f this run are illustrated in Figure 5.5 alongside the load vs.
stroke data from testing at defiance and the first analytical iteration using
“elastic” fascia. The effect o f using a “non-linear m aterial” fascia (second
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analysis iteration) was a drastic improvement in load vs. stroke
comparison.
Test energy vs FE energy
35000.0000
■Elastic F ascia Material Run
Nonlinear F ascia Material Run

30000.0000

■Actual Impact Test Data
25000.0000

20000.0000

^

15000.0000

10000.0000

5000.0000

0.0000

0.0MO

1.0000

2.0000

3.0000

4.0000

5.0000

1.0 MO

-5000.0000
SIrolte (inch)

Figure 5.4: Load vs. Stroke comparing physical testing, run with elastic
fascia m aterial and run with nonlinear fascia material.
The graph was closer to tracing the actual impact test data. However the
percentage error or deviation o f analytical for actual had to be further
constrained. In order to achieve this, a steel mounting fixture was added
to the bumper subsystem. The steel mounting fixture, which was used in
physical impact testing was initially omitted from the overall model based
on past m odeling practices at Lacks and in an effort to reduce the number
o f elements which would in turn reduce the CPU time. In this third
iteration the steel fixture was modeled to simulate the fixture used to
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mount the bum per system onto the test sled. Figures 5.5 (a) and (b) show
the FE model without fixture and the FE model with m ounting fixture.
Figure 5.6 shows a comparison o f the stroke vs. load data from the three
analytical runs when compared with physical test data. The curve from the
third analytical run (iteration with fixture) further improves the model and
bring the load vs. load curve as close to actual curve as possible.

Figure 5.5(a): FE model without mounting fixture.

Figure 5.5(b): FE model with m ounting fixture.
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T e s t e n e r g y v s FE e n e r g y

3 5 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

3 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

—

Elastic F ascia Material Run

—

Nonlinear F ascia Material Run

—

Actual Impact T est Data
Nonllnear+ Mounting Fixture Run

2 5 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

20000.0000

5 ' 1 5 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

10000.0000

5 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0

0.0000

0.0>00

1.0000

2.0000

4 .0 0 0 0

3 .0 0 0 0

5 .0 0 0 0

6.0 >00

-5 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0
S t o k e (inch)

Figure 5.6 Load vs. Stroke comparison o f the three iterations and actual
data.
As this curve is within an acceptable deviation range the FE model from
the third iteration was used for the final three iterative analysis runs to
compare the m aterial o f the grille. The improvement in the model is due
to the load distributing effect o f the fixture. In real life the vehicle
components behind the bumper system would absorb some amount o f
impact energy/vibrations; this would help in reducing the impact force
and stroke.
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6.0

POST PROCESSING AND COMPARISON OF GRILLE
MATERIALS

Once the final proved out baseline FEA model was created, it was used to
run three analytical iterations. In each o f this iteration the bulk m aterial
o f the grille was changed. The three iterative runs were named after the
grille m aterial analyzed in each o f the three iterations; the FEA output
was post processed and analyzed. The following are the three grille
material iterative runs:
i.

M aterial-A run

ii.

Material-B run

iii.

Material C-run

Table 6.1 to 6,3 gives the final GLSTAT information o f the three
iterations.
Table 6.1: Glstat data at the end o f M aterial-A run.
time...........................
time step......................
kinetic energy.................
internal energy................
stonewall energy
spring and damper energy......
hourglass energy .............
system damping energy.........
sliding interface energy
external work..................
eroded kinetic energy.........
eroded internal energy........
total energy...................
total energy / initial energy..
energy ratio w/o eroded energy.
global X velocity.............
global y velocity
global z velocity.............
time per zone cycle. (nanosec)..

1.20000E+02
7.20000E-04
1.04826E+03
3.63128E+03
3.55357E-01
l.OOOOOE-20
1.32303E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
1.36427E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
4 .94862E+03
1.00435E+00
1.00435E+00
1.09262E+00
2.41547E-04
2.26567E-03
16911

(millisecond)

added mass.....................

0.13598E+00 Kg

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
N-mm
J
J
J

mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond
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percentage increase............

0.80680E-02

Table 6.2 Glstat data at the end o f Material-B run.
time...........................
time step......................
kinetic energy
internal energy................
stonewall energy...............
spring and damper energy......
hourglass energy ..............
system damping energy
sliding interface energy
external work..................
eroded kinetic energy.........
eroded internal energy........
total energy...................
total energy / initial energy..
energy ratio w/o eroded energy.
global X velocity..............
global y velocity
global z velocity..............
time per zone cycle.(nanosec)..

1.20000E+02
7.20000E-04
1.04504E+03
3.63405E+03
2.99411E-01
l.OOOOOE-20
1.31123E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
1.38182E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
4.94859E+03
1.00439E+00
1.00439E+00
1.09202E+00
1.03264E-04
3.02699E-03
17 925

(millisecond)

added mass.....................
percentage increase...........

0.14602E+00 Kg
0.86635E-02

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
N-mm
J
J
J

mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond

Table 6.3 Glstat data at the end o f M aterial-C run.
time...........................
time step......................
kinetic energy
internal energy................
stonewall energy...............
spring and damper energy......
hourglass energy ..............
system damping energy.........
sliding interface energy
external work..................
eroded kinetic energy.........
eroded internal energy........
total energy...................
total energy / initial energy..
energy ratio w/o eroded energy.
global X velocity.............
global y velocity.............
global 2 velocity.............
time per zone cycle. (nanosec)..

1.20000E+02
7.20000E-04
1.04469E+03
3.63501E+03
3.15677E-01
l.OOOOOE-20
1.31635E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
1.37113E+02
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00
4.94877E+03
1.00439E+00
1.00439E+00
1.09189E+00
8.53748E-05
2.91482E-03
16741

(milliseconds)

added mass.........
percentage increase.

0.13979E+00 Kg

J
J
J
J
J
J
J
N-mm
J
J
J

mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond
mm/millisecond

0.82938E-02
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As we can see from the glstat data the three analyses have consistent
global energies. A comparison o f load vs. stroke plot o f the three
iterations, shown in Figure 6.1, is further proof o f consistent global
energies and validates the FEA runs.
Load vs. Stroke Comapaiison of the 3 resins
35000.0000

30000.0000

25000.0000

20000.0000

15000.0000

10000.0000

5000.0000

0.0000

0.0

0.5000

1.0000

1.5000

2.0000

2.5000

s.opoo

-6000.C«00

Figure 6.1 Load vs. Stroke data comparison o f the 3 grille materials.
An inherent advantage o f an explicit analysis is that we can m onitor the
energy in the analysis and term inate it once the energies have stabilized.
Figures 6.2(a), (b) and (c) show the internal energy, kinetic energy and
the total energy o f the system for the m aterial runs. As is evident from the
graph the energies stabilize and follow an identical trend. The energies
stabilize approxim ately around 80 m illiseconds after impact. After
validating these runs by comparing them against each other and with
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physical impact testing data (chapter 5 and figure 5.7) the next step was
to compare and analyze the perform ance o f the grille in three different
materials.
Material'A Global Energy Data

6000.000

5000.000

4000.000

— Kinetic Energy (J)
— Internal Energy (J)
— Total Energy (J)

p 3000.000

2000.000

1000.000

0.000
0.000

20.000

40.000

60.000

80.000

100.000

120.000

140.000

Time (milliseconds)

Figure 6.2 (a): M aterial-A global energy data.
The components o f the three grille m aterial runs were eompared based on
internal energy, maximum plastic energy absorbed, maximum elastic
energy absorbed, maximum effective plastie strain and maximum Von
Mises stresses.
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Mateiial-B Gobai Energy Plot
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Figure 6.2 (b): Material-B global energy plot.
Material-B Global Energy Plot
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Figure 6.2 (c): Material-C global energy plot.
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The grille was modeled as three separate components with interacting
common nodes. The grille was modeled as component with solid elements
and assigned plastic resin properties. Surfaces on the grille that have a
cosmetic chrome plate cover were divided into Plate A-surface and Plate
B-surface depending on their CAD surface classification. This split in the
surface o f the grille covered by plate will help us identify and separate
deformations.

Grille Internal Energy Comparison
4.500

4.000

3.500

3.000

g . 2.500

— Material-A — Material-B
•Material-C

c 2.000

1.500

1.000

0.500

0.000

0.000

20.000

40.000

60.000

80.000

100.000

120.000

140.000

Time (milliseconds)

Figure 6.3: Grille internal energy comparison o f the three materials.

From Figure 6.3 we can see that M aterial-A retains the lowest internal
energy and therefore is more flexible.
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Plate A-Surface IE Comparison
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Figure 6.4(a): Comparing internal energy o f plate layer on A-surface.
Plate B-Surface IE Comparison
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Figure 6.4(b): Comparing internal energy o f plate layer on B-surfaee.
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From Figure 6.4 (a) and (b) we see that chrome plate layer on Material-B
retains the least energy. Figure 6.5 and Figures 6.6 (a) and (b) plots the
data in a bar graph chart. This illustrates the observations made in the line
graphs.
M«x plastie e n erg y ab so rb ed by d ie grille

1.600

1 ,4 0 0

■ Materiat-B
□ MaleriaFC

1.000

0 .8 0 0

0 .4 0 0

Figure 6.5: Maximum plastic energy absorbed by the grille.
Max P lastic Energy a b so rb ed by the plate la y e r on A<«uiface

Material-A Run
2 .2 6 0

2.200

2 .1 5 0

■■ . '.
?

2.100

■

Material-C

Q h^erial-A Rim
■ Material-B
□ lUbterlat-C

MaterW-B

Figure 6.6(a): Maximum plastic energy absorbed by the plate layer on Asurface.
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M ax P lastic Energy a b so r b e d b y th e p late la y e r o n B-surface

2.500

Material-A Run
2.000

MataW-C%n

Material-B Run

■1.500
a Material-A Run
a Material-B Run
□ Material-C Run
1.000

0.600

0.000

Figure 6.6(b): Maximum plastic energy absorbed by the plate layer on Bsurface.
Comparing Max Effective Plastic Strain In Grille

Material-B

0.08

B Material-A
■ Material-B
a Mateiial-C
Malerial-C

|

0.04
ftteterial-A

Grille

Figure 6.7; Comparing maximum effective plastic strain in the grille.
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C om paring Max P lastic e ffec tiv e strain in th e p late la y e r A*eurf

0.029

S»

0.028

@Materia|.A
■ Material.B
□ Material-C

0.027

0.025

0.024
Rate layer on A-surface

Figure 6.8(a): Comparing maximum plastic effective strain in the plate
layer on A-surface.
Com paring m ax effectiv e p la stic strlan in ttie p la te la y er o n B-surtace

MateriaFC

■ Material-A
I 0.03

■ Material-B
□ Material-C

H fM m t

Plate layer on B-surface

Figure 6.8(b): Comparing maximum plastic effective strain in the plate
layer on B-surface.
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The maximum Von Mises stresses. Yielding occurs when the design stress
exceeds the m aterial yield strength. Design stress is typically maximum
surface stress (simple loading) or Von Mises stress (complex loading
conditions). The Von Mises yield criterion states that yield occurs when
the Von Mises stress, o-y exceeds the yield strength in tension. While post
processing FEA outputs, the results use Von Mises stresses to represent
stress distribution.
(Tv < (Ty

{(T\-(X2Ÿ +{(T2 ~<^3Ÿ

<(Tr

Where,
(Tv = Yield stress in tenion
(T\, (T2

and (T3 are the principle stresses.
C om parin g M ax V on M ises S tr e s s In Grille

Materisü-A
20.00

Is M
■ Material.A
■ M ateria|.6
□ Materiat-C

10.00

Figure 6.9: Comparing maximum Von Mises stress in grille.
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Com paring Max. Von M isas S tra ss In P lata Layer o n A -Suifaca
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Figure 6.10(a): Comparing maximum Von Mises stress in plate layer on
A-surface.
Comparing Maximum Von Mlaes Stress In The Plate Layer On B-Surface
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Figure 6.10(b): Comparing maximum Von Mises stress in plate layer on
B-surface
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Max Effective P lastic Strain In M aterial-A Run C o m p o n en ts
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Figure 6.11(a): Comparing maximum effective plastic strains in
components o f M aterial-A run.
M ax Effective P lastic Strain C om parison o f C o m p o n en ts M aterial-B Run
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Material-B Run

Figure 6.11 (b): Comparing maximum effective plastic strains in
components o f Material-B run.
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C om paring Max Effective PlasBc S trlan In C om pnents Of M aterial-C Run
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D Plate A
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ButtperBBam
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Figure 6.11 (c): Comparing maximum effective plastic strains in
components o f Material-C run.
Based on Figure 6.11 (a), (b), and (c) we can see that most components
exhibit exactly the same maximum effective plastic strain. When we
compare the maximum effective plastic strains in the grille, M aterial-A
has the lowest plastic strain and Material-B has the highest plastic strain.
This can be due to the basic difference in the composition o f these
polymers. M aterial-A and Material-C are PC+ ABS, the polycarbonate in
PC+ABS gives it greater impact resistance in comparison to Material-B
which is an ABS.
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7.0

CONCLUSIONS

The finite element analysis results confirm and support physical test
results. From a front barrier impact strength requirem ent standpoint,
based on the test results Material-B can be used to replace M aterial-A in
Volvo car (models that were tested) grille applications. The follow ing are
the important factors that contribute to a lower impact resistance
requirement in these grilles:
i.

Even though M aterial-A has superior impact properties when compared
to the resin M aterial-B, the threshold impact strength requirem ent o f
the grille is significantly lower in the bumper systems that were
studied. As noted in chapter 6.0 and figures 6.2 (a), (b), and (c), the
global energy o f the system is equal. This implies that the impact
forces that the system is subjected to are equal,

ii.

“Behind the Bum per” Application: As noted in the physical impact
tests, the Volvo car grilles studied are not directly in the impact zone.
M aterial-A might have a significant advantage i f the grilles were
designed to blend into the bumper or placed in the bumper i.e. placed
in the impact zone. Example: Chrysler Sebring, Chrysler 300M etc.
The higher flexibility, resistance to plastic, and the ability to dissipate
more plastic energy will be a definite advantage in bumper zone
applications including bumper side m oldings and grilles,

iii.

Superior Engineering: As observed in the physical impact testing, the
analytical tests also prove that Volvo bumper systems are designed and
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built to very high standards o f engineering, safety, quality and
functionality. As seen in both analytical and physical impact tests, the
bumper system perform s the function o f protecting components behind
the bumper extremely well by wrapping around the components to
absorb/dissipate energy and withstand deflections o f more than 2.25
inches. This observation is also based on the feedback o f physical
testing laboratory.
Replacing the m aterial in a product that is currently in production needs
extensive testing to prove it out in a m anufacturing environment.
Repeatability, dimensional stability, GD&T, DVP&R testing and
m anufacturing processes are some o f the factors that need to be taken into
account before making a change. The conclusion o f this study is only
restricted to the scope o f replacing the grille m aterial based on front
barrier low speed impact performance requirement.

7.1

COMPARISON OF PHYSICAL VERSUS ANALYTICAL TESTING

In this study both, the physical and analytical (if done at commercial FEA
source), costs add up to a sim ilar figure. Therefore there is not much cost
savings when you compare physical versus analytical. However, we have
to remember that this is a part that is in production, which im plies that
there are tools that are available to m anufacture it. On the other hand, if
this study was in the design phase the cost and time savings provided by a
FEA test would be much more in comparison to physical testing. Design
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flaws can be caught early in the design process and lead time is reduced
by elim inating the wait for tool build to trouble shoot design issues. Use
of FEA in the design phase also helps elim inate and / or reduce costly
iterative comment work on tools. If all m aterial information for different
components were readily available analytical studies would have taken a
much shorter time to complete than physical testing. The long lead time in
physical impact testing was due to processing o f parts and shipping o f
fascia components.

7.2

FINDINGS RELATED TO FEA
1. Use o f accurate or near accurate m aterial property which best
describes m aterial behavior drastically changes the results o f an
analysis.
2. In order to simulate actual physical testing, fixture had to be
modeled and this addition brings the model one step closer to
successful sim ulation of actual physical testing. This had a major
impact on the results (energy o f the system).
3. There is a difference in bulk resin material and plate layer in terms
o f stress and energy absorbed. The findings are more obvious or
easier to interpret in the bulk material; however the same cannot be
said regarding the plate layer. This is evident when we compare
maximum Von Mises stress in the grille and plate layer (chapter 6Figures 6.9,6.10 (a) and 6.10 (b))
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7.3

FUTURE WORK

Further work can be done in researching plate properties and m odeling it
in FEA. Further study into these avenues o f research would depend on the
utility (return on investm ent) o f such an effort. The following are some
o f the questions future work can try to pursue and answer.
1. How often would FEA be used to predict cosmetic defects?
2. Is FEA technology sensitive /advanced enough to predict plate layer
cosmetic defects?
3. Should we have different plate m aterial curves for different base
resins? By m odeling base resin with 3-D solid elements and plate
layer with 2-D shell elements that share common nodes, we are
trying to simulate a complex interaction between the two layers and
also the behavior o f both m aterials put together.
4. Can we translate failure predicted through FEA to actual cosmetic
defects on the plated part?
5. Can we use the same plate m aterial curve for all plated cosmetic
finishes?
A database of m aterial cards and properties used at Lacks can be created
and updated as new m aterial cards are generated, FEA guidelines or
standards can be updated in collaboration with the vendor. Such
procedures and guidelines would ensure a good quality model and reliable
results. With more emphasis being placed on pedestrian safety by both
federal governing bodies and OEMs, there might be an increased use o f
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flexible grille, flexible head lamp and bumper modules technology. In the
future there may be a need for a more accurate and repeatable system to
be in place to develop FE models that assist in accurate predictive
analysis.
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